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System Partitionning

▪ Topological sort

▪ For each actor A

▪ If exist a subsystem S using the MoC of A then

▪ Put A in S only if there is no path between

A and any actor of S througth a HIC

▪ Else, create a new subsystem and put  A

▪ Else, create a new subsystem and put  A
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Heterogeneous Interface Component 
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Scheduling of subsystems

- Based on the precedence induced by the HICs

Scheduling of subsystems

- Based on the precedence induced by the HICs

-Building of a skeleton of the partitioned system

that contains only the projections of the HICs

and their dependencies

-This skeleton is then used to determine the

precedence relation on subsystems

-Any order which is compatible with this relation of

precedence yields a possible scheduling of the

subsystems
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Heterogeneous Embedded Systems

Software Engineering Model of computation,

This approach offers several advantages since :

▪ the use of components that have heterogeneous inputs or outputs allows the

use of several heterogeneous components at the same level of the hierarchy, 

▪ the explicit specification of the heterogeneous behavior in the HICs allows to 

specify what happens at the boundary between different MoCs.

HDirector

Director

Two Classes
-HicActor extends TypedAtomicActor

-FHDirector extends Director
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Its behavior can be decomposed into
as many secondary behaviors than
there are MoCs, 

These sub-behaviors are coupled and

They are bridges between a MoC and

the global behavior of the HIC.
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HICHIC

When HIC interprets
an input, it translates 
its meaning in the
associated MoC into
its internal meaning.

When HIC produces an 
output, it translates the
data from its input in the
semantics of this output 
according to its MoC.
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Flat Execution

Model

HicActor

TypedAtomicActor

Partitionning

- Generation of Subsystems

- Actors placing

- Ports management

Preinitialization

super.preinitilize()

- Creation of receivers in the Projections
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Flat Execution Model HDIRECTOR

- Building of skeleton

- Topological sort

- Compuiting of scheduling

Scheduling
Initialization

super.initilize()

- initialize actors in the same subsystem
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- Ad hoc constructions arise at the boundary between two MoCs;
- Components that have inputs or outputs that obey dierent MoCs cannot be used;
- What happens when data crosses the boundary between two domains depends on the modeling tools

Consequences
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Behavior of Detector 
is modelled by using 
a MoC different from 
that  of the Top 
Level

Discrets EventsDiscrets Events

Explicit recoding of
data in order to take 
account of external 
MoC : impairment of 
modularity

Implicit transformation 
of data
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To mix different MoCs on the same hierarchical level

Components obey only one MoC but

we can make connections between 

terminals across domains

Only terminals that belong to the same

domain can be connected, but a component    

may obey several MoCs.

Interpretation of flat model in hierarchical 

approach is done by a Flat Execution Model 
:

1. Partitioning the system into homogeneous

subsystems

2. Delegation of the computation of the behavior

of the subsystems to their respective regular MoCs

3. Static Scheduling of the subsystems

4. Management of HICs and coordination of the

communications between subsystems

5. Execution of subsystems
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